Picture shows the center
cutwork design only. This
design can be stitched solo or
you can elect to include two
end and two side designs to
make a larger 24” x 35”
finished table runner. You
could also elect to use another
design in each corner to make
a 60” x 84” tablecloth. You
could use these designs on
purchased “blanks” or create
your own using yardage of
fabric. The center flower
would make a lovely accent on
a matching dinner napkin.

April 2019 Let’s Use Our Machines – Cutwork Table Runner
In this class we will explore design placement with templates and design positioning to create a
lovely cutwork table runner. The larger designs used in this project are stitched out using the
360mm x 200mm hoop so this project is for any of the HV machines which accommodate this
size hoop. The project only uses 3 colors of 40 wt. embroidery thread – one color for the leaf
and cutwork detail, one color for the satin stitch flower outline and the third color is a darker
shade of color #2 for the detail within the flower. We will also learn how to create a mitered
hem to frame our table runner if using yardage for your project.
Supply List
Designer Series Sewing and Embroidery Machine, Embroidery Arm, USB, Foot Control Pedal,
Power Cord, Sensor Q Foot; Open Toe Foot
360 x 200 mm hoop; 150mm x 150mm hoop
Fabric requirements will vary dependent on what you wish to do with this project.
Linen or Osnaburg cloth – 40” x 30” for a table runner using center, side, and end
designs. (Available for purchase at Patty’s.) or
1 pre-purchased table cloth or equivalent yardage of fabric (plus 4” on each side) if
electing to make a tablecloth finished size 60” x 84”.
Starch (heavily starch fabric or purchased tablecloth prior to class)
Sewing thread to match fabric background for hemming project, if required.
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Empty Bobbins to wind bobbins with the same three embroidery threads used in the embroidery
design.
Inspira Size 80 Topstitch Needles
Inspira Aqua Magic Stabilizer to fit 360 x 200 hoop – multiple layers and hoopings required.
Tear away stabilizer (used under the satin stitching used to connect the multiple designs in the
Tablerunner)
Applique scissors (for cutwork)
Tape
Removable fabric marking pen (Such as Frixon pen)
Stiletto, quill or Purple Thang
General Sewing Supplies and Tools (such as Erasable Fabric Marking Pen, Pins, Snips, Scissors,
Seam Ripper, Rotary Cutter with sharp blade; Ruler at least 24” long, etc.)
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